Don’t Know Why
by Jesse Harris (2002)


(sing f)

I waited ‘til I saw the sun— I don’t know why I didn’t come—


I left you by— the House of Fun— I don’t know why I didn’t come—
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I don’t know why I didn’t come—


When I saw the break of day— I wished that I could fly a-way—


In stead of kneel-in’ in the sand— catch-in’ tear-drops in my-y hand

Chorus:
My heart— is— drenched in— wine—


But you’ll— be— on— my-y—mind— for— e——ver—


Out a-cross the endless sea— I would die in ecsta-sy—


But I’ll be a bag of bones— driv-in’ down the road a—— lone

Chorus:
My heart— is— drenched in— wine—


But you’ll— be— on— my-y—mind— for— e——ver—


Something has to make you run—— I don’t know why I didn’t come——

I feel as empty as a drum—— I don’t know why I didn’t come——

I don’t know why I didn’t come——
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